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Celgene Corp. (CELG)
A Bit More Optimism On '0301's Profile
Comes Through At Company Presentation
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Key Takeaway
At a presentation this PM, CELG discussed '0301. Our impression is that the co
is more optimistic about what they are seeing from '0301's profile than was
conveyed in the PR. While lack of placebo arm, an early data cut, and limited
historical data cloud interpretation, we got the sense CELG believes '0301 is
having true activity and even if ultimately with a different efficacy profile vs.
other agents, could have a unique position as a well-tolerated oral.

Company seemed very optimistic around the endoscopy results: CELG noted they
are "very very encouraged" and "pleased" by the data emerging from the endoscopy study.
They reiterated that the population tested in the study was particularly challenging, and that
in such a group at the relatively early timepoint of 12 weeks, they would expect very few
pts to have spontaneous endoscopy improvements-- potentially setting them up to show
statistically significant separation from placebo on mucosal healing in a large, controlled
ph.III. While a portion of pts achieving 25% reductions was less than we had hoped to
definitively confirm true drug activity based on our prior KOL discussions, if baseline SES-CD
scores they show are ultimately very high (sicker population), it could make it more likely
that even with the more modest improvements indicated by the top-line data that the drug's
effects are real and possibly meaningful. The company also reiterated that the timepoint
explored, 12 weeks, is very early, and that signals that mucosal healing is beginning to
take place are all that should be expected, though the lack of placebo arm or comparable
historical data makes this difficult to confirm. They confirmed that they remain comfortable
on the size and structure of the ph.III program, and said KOLs indicated to them the full
data, when presented, should help increase enthusiasm for enrollment.

Clear enthusiasm around CDAI remissions and possible signals of dose
dependence may support potential activity: CELG characterized the CDAI remissions
and responses as "outstanding" for this population, and felt they supported the prior
data in easy-to-treat pts as well as the ph.III design. We would look for the full data to
help contextualize these, and believe CELG may be setting the Street up for less robust
symptomatic improvements - certainly than were seen in the prior easy-to-treat study and
possibly than have been seen with biologics in less pretreated pts - that still are meaningful in
this more pretreated, higher-baseline CDAI population. Interestingly, the company revealed
that "a majority" of the many endpoints they explored showed some tendency towards dose
response, following a pattern one would expect -- which if clearly confirmed in the detailed
data would be a meaningful step towards validating that the drug's efficacy is real, in our
opinion. We would still be interested in additional validating details, including predictors
of response (e.g., right-sided disease) and correlation between mucosal and symptomatic
improvements, when full data are presented.

Positioning as an 'Otezla for Crohn's'? We await full data before drawing more
definitive conclusions. Still, we got the sense that that the company's characterization of
'0301 as having a "different type of benefit/risk" as an oral, locally-delivered therapy with
minimal side effects was suggesting they may view it as being like an Otezla for IBD, in
which efficacy across symptomatic and/or endoscopic measures may or may not compare
precisely with available/late-stage biologics but that its activity and cleaner side effect profile
could give it an important place in the future treatment paradigm.
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Company Description
Celgene Corp. is an integrated global biopharmaceutical company engaged primarily in the discovery, development and commercialization of
therapies for the treatment of cancer and inflammatory diseases, with mechanisms including immunomodulation and epigenetics. Marketed
products include Revlimid, Pomalyst/Imnovid, Abraxane, and Otezla. The company is headquartered in Summit, NJ.
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Company Specific Disclosures
Jefferies Group LLC makes a market in the securities or ADRs of Celgene Corporation.

Explanation of Jefferies Ratings
Buy - Describes securities that we expect to provide a total return (price appreciation plus yield) of 15% or more within a 12-month period.
Hold - Describes securities that we expect to provide a total return (price appreciation plus yield) of plus 15% or minus 10% within a 12-month period.
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inclusion changes, the stock has met its desired return, if it is no longer rated Buy and/or if it triggers a stop loss. Stocks having 120 day volatility in
the bottom quartile of S&P stocks will continue to have a 15% stop loss, and the remainder will have a 20% stop. Franchise Picks are not intended
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company, made a change to a rating or price target of a company or discontinued coverage of a company.
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For Important Disclosure information on companies recommended in this report, please visit our website at https://javatar.bluematrix.com/sellside/
Disclosures.action or call 212.284.2300.
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BUY 1091 52.45% 323 29.61%
HOLD 837 40.24% 163 19.47%
UNDERPERFORM 152 7.31% 17 11.18%
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under applicable rules we do not guarantee its accuracy. Additional and supporting information is available upon request. Unless prohibited by the
provisions of Regulation S of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, this material is distributed in the United States ("US"), by Jefferies LLC, a US-registered
broker-dealer, which accepts responsibility for its contents in accordance with the provisions of Rule 15a-6, under the US Securities Exchange Act of
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work. Jefferies International Limited’s conflicts management policy sets out the arrangements Jefferies International Limited employs to manage any
potential conflicts of interest that may arise as a result of such consultancy work. Jefferies International Ltd, its affiliates or subsidiaries, may make a
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Limited is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. For investors in the Republic of Singapore, this material is provided by Jefferies Singapore
Limited pursuant to Regulation 32C of the Financial Advisers Regulations. The material contained in this document is intended solely for accredited,
expert or institutional investors, as defined under the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289 of Singapore). If there are any matters arising from, or
in connection with this material, please contact Jefferies Singapore Limited, located at 80 Raffles Place #15-20, UOB Plaza 2, Singapore 048624,
telephone: +65 6551 3950. In Japan this material is issued and distributed by Jefferies (Japan) Limited to institutional investors only. In Hong Kong,
this report is issued and approved by Jefferies Hong Kong Limited and is intended for use only by professional investors as defined in the Hong Kong
Securities and Futures Ordinance and its subsidiary legislation. In the Republic of China (Taiwan), this report should not be distributed. The research
in relation to this report is conducted outside the PRC. This report does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities
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India Private Limited. In Australia this information is issued solely by Jefferies International Limited and is directed solely at wholesale clients within
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estimate constitutes the preparer's best judgment as of the date of preparation, and is subject to change without notice. Jefferies assumes no obligation
to maintain or update this report based on subsequent information and events. Jefferies, its associates or affiliates, and its respective officers, directors,
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expressed in the analyst's published research, the analyst has a reasonable basis and any inconsistencies can be reasonably explained. This material
does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual
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